A Month in the Markets
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In this latest edition our Head of Multi-Asset Solutions UK, Stefano Amato, looks at how
key themes impacted markets in October: fears over slower economic growth, supply chain
disruptions and potential interest rate hikes.

Market Overview
Global stock markets performed well in October as they
bounced back from the previous month’s turbulence.
Several recurring themes continued to influence returns,
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including a slowdown of economic growth, supply chain
disruptions, high demand and rising prices, and the
prospect of increasing interest rates.
Among the major stock markets, the top performers were
the US, Europe and China. Their performance was closely
followed by the UK, Asia Pacific excluding Japan and the
emerging markets. October was more challenging for bond
markets, as yields on government bonds – which move in
the opposite direction of prices – increased.

UK and Europe
The UK and Europe experienced differing fortunes in
October. The UK saw accelerated activity among private
sector businesses and buoyant consumer spending, with
companies in the services sector being the main drivers of
this growth.1 This was balanced out by the manufacturing
sector experiencing slower growth due to continuing
supply chain disruptions, staffing issues and higher prices
for materials.2 Inflation continued to cause concern in
October, with staff shortages pushing up wages and the
rising cost of goods lifting consumer prices.3
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It was a different story in Europe, where supply chain
bottlenecks and ongoing concerns about COVID-19
infections took their toll on business activity.4 Much like
other parts of the world, inflation continued to rear its head
in Europe as businesses passed on the rising cost of goods
and materials to customers. This led to headline inflation
in the eurozone reaching 4.1% in October 5, a 13-year
high. Much of this is believed to come from surging energy
prices caused by higher demand as the region emerges
from COVID-19 restrictions and a global energy supply
shortage.
Despite this, the European Central Bank (ECB) decided not
to raise interest rates during its October meeting.6 The ECB
pushed back on suggestions that rates will rise in early
2022 by suggesting that inflation will be ‘moderately’
above its target of 2% for a ‘transitory period’.
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US
Business activity accelerated in the US in the past month
with the services sector – which includes restaurants and
leisure companies – benefiting most.7 That said, it was not
all smooth sailing.
Firstly, it was clear that the pandemic continued to take
its toll on the economy. Gross domestic product (GDP)
– a measure of the health of an economy – grew by an
annual rate of just 2% in the three months to the end of

Meanwhile, Japan’s economy was impacted by
supply chain issues that constrained its export-heavy
manufacturing sector, prompting major automotive
manufacturers to cut back production plans.12 The
uncertain backdrop of the ongoing pandemic disrupted
supply chains. Computer chip shortages exacerbated the
situation, resulting in the Bank of Japan (BoJ) lowering
its expectations for economic growth in the current fiscal
year.13

September8, compared with 6.7% in the previous three
months.
Similarly, strong demand for goods and services, staff
shortages and supply chain bottlenecks pushed prices
upward. As with many other regions of the world, this
impacted the consumer price inflation for September
which came in at 5.4%9 - the highest since 2008.

Asia and emerging markets
China’s economy continued to weaken in October due to
power shortages and systemic problems in its property
sector.10 Despite being one of the stronger recovery
stories from the past year, China faced major challenges
with economic growth falling short of expectations and
Evergrande - a major real estate company - coming close
to collapse. Economic growth for the three months to the
end of September measured 4.9%, falling short of the
5.2% that was expected.11

Outlook
Despite the ongoing pandemic and concerns about higher

Overall, our outlook is broadly similar to last month. We

inflation, we continue to have a broadly positive outlook for

prefer shares over bonds in this environment, but are

stock markets.

aware of several risks to our current view. Most prominent

While potential interest rate hikes in the US and UK will
likely act as a minor challenge for shares, we believe there
is still room for growth given that company earnings are
the main driver of stock market returns. Conversely, this
is a challenging environment for bonds. In our experience,
expectations of higher interest rates tend to cause bond
prices to fall as investors demand higher yields.

among these is the potential for a resurgence of COVID-19
infections that causes further economic disruption. But,
in our view there are other potential risks, including a
general slowdown of economic growth around the world,
a broader spill-over of the economic and real estate market
problems in China, as well as sudden interest rate hikes
from major central banks.

All data as at 29 October 2021.
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Important Information
This material is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities
or other financial instruments, or to provide investment advice or services.
The value of investments and any income is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up and may be affected by
exchange rate fluctuations. This means that an investor may not get back the amount invested. Past performance is
not a guide to future performance.
Opinions expressed within this document, if any, are current opinions as of the date stated and do not constitute
investment or any other advice; the views are subject to change and do not necessarily reflect the views of Santander
Asset Management as a whole or any part thereof.
Issued by Santander Asset Management UK Limited (Company Registration No. SC106669). Registered in Scotland at 287
St Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5NB, United Kingdom. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
FCA registered number 122491. You can check this on the Financial Services Register by visiting the FCA’s website
www.fca.org.uk/register.
Santander and the flame logo are registered trademarks. www.santanderassetmanagement.co.uk.
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